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Abstract— This paper introduces a modular design method
for a flexible manufacturing cell. First, we provide a definition
for a flexible manufacturing cell, and then we propose a design
method for its cell controller. We divide the controller into two
parts: the resource allocation control and the operation control.
Based on this structure, we develop operation blocks integrated
with error handling and recovery, and prove some properties
about their behaviors. Finally, we introduce a case study and
apply the proposed method to this example.

I. INTRODUCTION

A large-volume manufacturing system is normally divided

into multiple stages each with manageable size. Each stage

is often called a ‘cell’ in industry and is independently con-

trolled by a cell controller. This cell controller coordinates

several process machines and material handlers to bring raw

materials closer to the final product through sequences of

operations. At the same time, this controller should detect

and handle errors.

However, the traditional development time of such a cell

controller is too slow to cope with the quick changeover for

new products because the traditional development procedure

relies heavily on the experience of experts and is very time

intensive [6].

To reduce the development time and to remove feasi-

ble design mistakes in advance, some integrated software

tools [10] have been introduced to design the cell controller.

These software tools can generate the executable control

code by combining the given specification with designers’

knowledge. The correctness of the generated control code

can be verified by 3D graphic simulation. However, this type

of verification is not complete, and well-disciplined experts

are required to generate the control code.

On the other hand, most research efforts in academia have

focused only on analysis of control behaviors (mathematical

verification) [3,4,9,12] such as sequence deadlock problems.

Moreover, error handling and recovery for flexible manufac-

turing cell controllers have not been investigated rigorously.

One effort to investigate a modular design method with

error handling was limited to dedicated systems (e.g., transfer

lines) with a fixed product path, and cannot be directly

applied to more flexible systems [8]. In this paper, we

generalize that method and propose a new cell controller

design method applicable to flexible systems. In this new
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design method, we divide the control functions into two

parts: resource allocation control and operation control. To

allow communication among two control parts and other

system components, we define the required interfaces and

develop operation blocks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define

the flexible manufacturing cell. In Section III, we propose

its control framework and discuss the issues with current

industrial practice. In Section IV, we develop the modular

design method, including operation blocks, and show how

this new design method addresses the main problems found

in industrial control design. In Section V, we present a case

study where the method is applied. Finally, we conclude and

discuss future work.

II. DEFINITION OF A FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING CELL

Consider an automated manufacturing system consisting

of several cells connected by inter-cell material handlers

that move parts from one cell to another. The system level

controller controls the inter-cell material handlers and starts

sequences of operations by communicating with the cell con-

trollers. We assume that each cell controller is independent of

the other cell controllers. A cell controller interacts only with

the system level controller when a part enters or exits the cell

through an entry or an exit buffer. Under this assumption, we

define a Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC) as follows:

Definition 1: [FMC] A flexible manufacturing cell

(FMC) consists of an independent cell controller and several

resources (R). This cell can move and process multiple

different parts simultaneously. Resources in the FMC can

be grouped into three categories: process machines (M1, M2,

· · ·, Mn), material handlers (H1, H2, · · ·, Hm), and internal

single capacity buffers (B1, B2, · · ·, B�).

In the FMC, operations can be performed sequentially

or concurrently to change the part closer to the final form.

Operations in the FMC are defined as follows:

Definition 2: [Operations] An operation (Oi) performed

in the FMC is any one of a process operation (OM
i ),

a material handling operation (OH
i ), or a communication

operation (OC
i ).

• A process operation (OM
i ) is performed by a process

machine (M ) to change the part closer to the final form;

it requires a process machine resource.

• A material handling operation (OH
i ) moves a part from

one location to another. In addition to the material

handling resource which performs the operation, two

more resources are required: the location that the part

leaves (RL(OH
i )) and the location that the part arrives
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(RA(OH
i )). These two resources can be process ma-

chines (M ), internal buffers (B), or entry/exit buffers

(Bentry/Bexit). These two resources can be the same

(RL(OH
i ) = RA(OH

i )) when a material handling oper-

ation reorients a part and then puts it back.

• A communication operation (OC
i ) communicates with

the system level controller (SLC); it does not require

any resources.

A process or a material handling operation (OM or OH )

executes the corresponding job program in a process machine

(M ) or a material handling (H) controller. This job program

is written in the language of each piece of equipment (e.g.,

robot language or NC code). The operation start event signals

the job program to start, and the operation finish event is

generated when the job program completes sucessfully.

When a part enters the cell, the cell controller needs to

know which process operations are required in which order,

and what buffers the part will be stored in between process

operations. Recognizing that each buffer resource can only

hold one part, but that there may be several buffers located

near each other, we define a buffer group (BG) as a set of

internal buffers, such as a partitioned shelf or box that can

store multiple parts.

Definition 3: [A part flow path] A part flow path (Pi)

is a sequentially-ordered set consisting of process oper-

ations (OM ), buffer groups (BG), and entry/exit buffers

(Bentry/Bexit) that indicates how a part is processed in a

cell and when a part is stored in a buffer. This part flow path

starts with a specific entry buffer (Bentry
j ), passes through

process operations or buffer groups, and ends with a specific

exit buffer (Bexit
k ). In the middle of a path, only process

operations or buffer groups are allowed.

If two parts have the same part flow path, we say that they

belong to the same part group (P G).

III. CONTROL FRAMEWORK AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS

A. Control Framework

To make the complexity of the FMC controller manage-

able, we divide its important functions into two parts: the

resource allocation control and the operation control. The

resource allocation control allocates resources to requesting

operations, and then generates operation start events. To ac-

complish these tasks, the resource allocation control consists

of three different categories of rules: part acceptance rules,

operation starting rules, and conflict resolution rules. These

rules are sequentially executed by considering the current

resource states, safety interlock conditions, and sequences

of operations.

On the other hand, the operation control interacts with the

equipment controllers to execute operations, keeps track of

operational control states, and handles errors to resume the

production. Once an operation start event is generated by

the resource allocation control, the corresponding operation

starts the job program residing in an equipment controller. In

addition, the operation control manages operational states in

both auto and manual modes. Therefore, even during error

handling in manual mode, the operational states that are

changed by manual recovery steps can be traced. In this

paper, we discuss the operation control in detail.

B. Problems with Current Industrial Practice

Cell controllers developed in industrial practice have many

potential problems which are difficult to identify without

running the system. Among such control problems, five

important ones are listed as follows: part flow deadlocks,

repeated execution of on-going operations, non-recoverable

states, discrepancies between the control states and the

current plant states, and non-deterministic behaviors. These

undesirable control problems may result in errors, which

require unproductive downtime to debug the control code.

Therefore, the cell controller developed by the proposed

modular design method should avoid such control problems.

These problems are described in more detail below.

A part flow deadlock is a permanent blocking of a set

of operations, each of which competes for resources. This

part flow deadlock can occur when a resource is improperly

allocated to one of several simultaneously requesting opera-

tions. If no proper recovery action is taken, the system will

be blocked permanently. For complex routings, this part flow

deadlock cannot easily be detected by intuition.

A repeated execution of an on-going operation can occur

when a current working resource is preemptively allocated

to another operation by the cell controller.

A non-recoverable state is a state from which the control

cannot return to the initial state. Once the control reaches this

state, the controller cannot be initialized except by rebooting.

Discrepancies between the control states and the current

plant states can occur when the system is manually recovered

from an error, but its controller fails to trace the current state

correctly [11]. If such a discrepancy occurs; the next behavior

of the controller may be unpredictable.

Non-deterministic behaviors can occur when two or more

conflicting transition conditions are simultaneously satisfied.

In this case, it is unpredictable which transition is fired.

To address these problems, we propose a formal modular

control design method.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Interactions between controllers

Before discussing the control design method, we define

the interactions between the two parts of the cell controller

(resource allocation control and operation control) and the

system level controller. The interactions necessary to process

a part in a FMC are defined as follows:

Definition 4: [Interactions among the controllers] Nec-

essary interactions between the operation control and the

resource allocation control are as follows:

• The resource allocation control chooses the next opera-

tion while avoiding deadlocks and conflicts, and gener-

ates an operation start event. When the operation control

receives this start event, the corresponding operation in

the operation control starts the job program.
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• The resource allocation control monitors the operation

control states to update the resource states for resource

allocation-purposes (Busy, Idle, or Error).

Necessary interactions between the operation control and

the system level controller are as follows:

• Communication operations in the operation control gen-

erate events to inform the system level controller of the

necessary operational states: OC
1 for a part loaded into

the cell, OC
2 for exit buffer request, and OC

3 for the part

exited from the cell.

Finally, interactions between the resource allocation con-

trol and the system level controller are as follows:

• The resource allocation control can generate a part reject

event when the part cannot be processed in the cell.

When the system level controller receives this reject

event, the system level controller handles this rejected

part by either re-routing or scrapping it.

• The system level controller generates three events se-

quentially for each part: a part arrival event (SC
1 ), the

exit buffer availability event (SC
2 ), and a part leave event

(SC
3 ).

• The process information a part arriving in the cell (e.g.,

a part flow path) is sent together with the part arrival

event (SC
1 ) by the system level controller.

For a normal automatic sequence, these interactions are

illustrated by a UML activity diagram in Fig. 1. In the

normal automatic sequence, the events generated by the

system level controller and the operation control are ordered

as follows: SC
1 · · ·OC

1 · · ·OC
2 · · · SC

2 · · ·OC
3 SC

3 .

Resource Allocation
Control

System Level ControllerOperation Control

Part Arrival

Tracing operational
control states

Monitoring states and
generating operation

start events

Reject a part

Accept a part
Part loaded
into the cell O1

C

O2
C

O3
C

Exit buffer
available

S3
C

Request an
exit buffer

S2
C

S1
C

Part unloaded
out of the cell

The part leave from
the exit buffer

Operations

Operations

Loading
operation

Unloading
operation

Dispatching
the exit buffer

Fig. 1. An activity diagram of UML (Unified Modeling Languages) [2]
divided by three swimlanes: the operation control, the resource allocation
control, and the system level controller. This activity diagram shows a work
flow that is comprised of important activities during a normal automatic
sequence for a part. The communication operations (OC

1 , OC
2 , OC

3 ) generate
events to inform the system level controller of the states in the FMC. The
resource allocation control monitors operational states from the operation
control and generates operation start events. The system level controller
generates three events: a part arrival event (SC

1 ) with the process information

of a part, the exit buffer availability event (SC
2 ), and a part leave event (SC

3 ).
The resource allocation control can generate a part reject event to inform
the system level controller that this part cannot be processed in this cell

B. Operation Blocks

In addition to interacting with the system level controller,

the flexible manufacturing cell controller must interact with

equipment controllers and human operators. During manual

error handling, the FMC must keep track of its control

state. To illustrate such interactions, an activity diagram is

prepared for a process operation as shown in Fig. 2. This

diagram shows the interactions between a process operation

defined in the operation control and a process machine

equipment controller. When an operation start event signal is

generated, the current state is changed from the ‘IDLE’ state

to the ‘RUN’ state. While the corresponding job program

is running in the equipment controller, the current state in

the operation control remains in the ‘RUN’ state. If an error

occurs during this operation, the current state will be changed

to the ‘ERROR’ state. In the ‘ERROR’ state, the cause of

error is fixed by the operator through manual manipulation.

If the job program is finished without any error, the current

state will move to the ‘DONE’ state. After a part is taken out

of the process machine, this machine is available for other

operations, and the current state is changed from ‘DONE’ to

‘IDLE’. In addition, the ‘WAIT’ state (reachable only from

the ‘ERROR’ state) represents waiting for a material handler

to remove the part from the machine by performing the part

scrap operation. Until the part is removed from the machine,

this machine cannot be used for other operations.

In the ‘ERROR’ state, manual error recovery steps are

taken after the cause of error is fixed. In this paper, we restrict

the number of manual error recovery steps to three: Reset,

Scrap, and Retry. The operator pushes a button on the HMI

to select the appropriate event (‘reset’, ‘scrap’, or ‘retry’) so

that the control state is synchronized with the physical state.

The ‘reset’ event moves the control state from ‘ERROR’

to ‘IDLE’, indicating that the machine is now ready for other

operations. The ‘scrap’ event requests that the part should be

scrapped by a material handler. This event moves the control

state from ‘ERROR’ to ‘WAIT’, and the control state remains

in ‘WAIT’ until the part is removed from the machine by a

part scrap operation. The ‘retry’ event causes the job program

to be restarted (although if the true cause of the error has not

been fixed, it may stop again). In addition, the ‘error’ event

is generated when either the equipment controller or the cell

controller detects an error.

The control states and events in the interaction are influ-

enced by the control mode of the equipment devices. We

assume two control modes: auto mode and manual mode. In

the auto mode, a normal sequence is executed, while in the

manual mode, manual error recovery steps can be taken.

Based on the interactions in Fig. 2 and the control mode,

the basic process operation block is developed as in Fig. 3

and Table I. The process operation block is written in SFC
(Sequential Function Chart), one of the IEC61131-3 PLC
languages [5], and has four steps and eight transitions.

Table I shows the allowable events and conditions for each

control mode. The material handling operation block and the

communication operation block are defined similarly.
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Operation control in FMC controller Equipment controller for a process machine

<start an operation>

‘RUN’
Program
running

<error>

Program
stopped

‘DONE’ ‘ERROR’

<scrap> or <reset>

‘WAIT’

<scrap>

<reset>

‘IDLE’

Manual Error
Recovery

<program done> <error>

<manual mode>

<program done>

Program
finished

<part removal><part removal>

<retry> <retry>

<error>

Fig. 2. An activity diagram for a process operation divided by two
swimlanes: the operation control in the FMC controller and the equip-
ment controller. This diagram shows the interactions between the operation
control in FMC controller and a machine equipment controller during
a process operation. A process operation can have four states: ‘RUN’,
‘DONE’, ‘ERROR’, and ‘WAIT’. Three error recovery steps are allowed
and their corresponding events (‘reset’, ‘scrap’, and ‘retry’) are generated
by operators. The ‘reset’ event moves the control state from ‘ERROR’
to ‘IDLE’. The ‘scrap’ event moves the control state from ‘ERROR’ to
‘WAIT’, and the control state remains in ‘WAIT’ until the part is removed
from the machine by a part scrap operation. The ‘retry’ event causes the
job program to be restarted.

IDLE

RUNERROR

DONEWAIT

t1
t4t5

t2t6 t7

t8

A process
operation block

t3

Fig. 3. An ‘IDLE’ step and a process operation block written in SFC.

Because there are multiple transitions coming out of some

places, conflicting transitions can exist in an operation block.

When two or more firing conditions of conflicting transitions

are satisfied simultaneously, it is not clear which one should

be fired. To avoid such non-deterministic behaviors in the

operation blocks, we define event priorities as follows:

Assumption 1 (Event priority): The error event has prior-

ity over the operation finish event in the ‘RUN’ step. The

manual error recovery events are priority ordered as: ‘reset’

> ‘retry’ > ‘scrap’. Therefore, in every control execution

cycle, only one transition can be fired even if two or more

transition conditions are satisfied simultaneously.

Safety interlock conditions protect parts, resources, and/or

human operators, but sometimes they are too restrictive and

may generate unnecessary blocking situations [11]. In this

paper, we assume that no safety interlock conditions cause

blocking.

Assumption 2 (Safety Interlock Conditions): We assume

that the safety interlock conditions protecting parts, re-

sources, and human operators from damage are proper and

do not cause unnecessary blocking situations.

When operational states in a basic operation block need

TABLE I

TRANSITIONS AND STEPS OF A PROCESS OPERATION BLOCK (SIn:

SAFETY INTERLOCK n)

Trans. Auto Mode Manual Mode
t1 operation start ↑
t2 operation finish ↑ operation finish ↑
t3 part removal ↑ ∧ SI1 part removal ↑ ∧ SI1
t4 error ↑ ∨ timer out ↑ error ↑
t5 retry ↑ ∧ SI2
t6 reset ↑ ∧ SI1
t7 scrap ↑ ∧ SI3
t8 part removal ↑ ∧ SI1 part removal ↑ ∧ SI1

Steps Description Actions
IDLE Idle State ‘IDLE’ state on
RUN Program Run Send the program number

‘RUN’ state on
DONE Program Finished ‘DONE’ state on
ERROR Error State ‘ERROR’ state on
WAIT An error recovery operation ‘WAIT’ state on

to be further refined, the following restrictions should be

imposed to preserve the control properties, as explained in

section IV-C.

Restriction 1 (Restrictions on the refinement): An opera-

tion block can be refined as long as the following restrictions

are satisfied.

1) Every transition should have a single input step and a

single output step (finite state machine).

2) When a refined operation block is connected to the

‘IDLE’ state, there should exist at least one path from

every step in the block to the ‘IDLE’ state.

Well-developed refined operation blocks can be stored in

the library of control design tools and be reused for other

applications. Using basic or refined blocks and part flow

paths, we can automatically generate the operation control by

applying a simple algorithm to instantiate and group related

operation blocks. Finally, by combining the operation control

with the resource allocation control, we can complete the

development of a cell controller for FMC.

C. Proof of control behaviors

In this section, we investigate the behaviors of the cell

controller developed by the proposed method. In the opera-

tion control, the operation blocks were described by SFC
(the sequential function chart). However, since SFC is not

a formal language, it does not allow direct mathematical

analysis. For analysis purposes, the operation blocks in SFC
need to be converted into a formal language such as Petri

nets [1]. SFC was developed from Petri nets and is very

similar in terms of its appearance and dynamic evolution

rules. The mathematical properties of Petri nets can be used

to verify and analyze the behaviors of discrete event dynamic

systems, and are used here to verify the behaviors of the

proposed FMC controller.

For Petri net models of controllers, three important be-

haviors are typically considered: liveness, safeness, and re-

versibility. The physical meaning of these control behaviors

can be phrased as follows [1]:
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• Liveness means the absence of deadlocks. This guaran-

tees that all transitions can eventually be fired.

• Safeness guarantees that there is no attempt to request

the execution of any on-going operation.

• Reversibility characterizes the recoverability to the ini-

tial state from any state of the system.

The operation control part of the FMC controller is built

from operation groups. Each material handler or process

machine resource in the cell has an associated operation

group that includes the operation blocks for all of the

operations that the resource can perform. An initial step

(‘IDLE’) has an outgoing transition to the run state of each

operation block; transitions from the operation blocks back

to IDLE are as shown in Fig. 3.

To study the behavior of the operation controller, we

convert the SFC operation groups to Petri net models. Al-

though the explicit transition conditions cannot be included

in the Petri net, they will be considered later. The following

proposition shows that each operation group is a strongly

connected finite state machine as defined in [1].

Proposition 4.1: The converted Petri net model of each

operation group is structurally a strongly connected finite

state machine.

Proof: Each operation block converted into a Petri net is a

finite state machine since each transition has one input place

and one output place (by definition of finite state machine).

In addition, from any place in the converted model, there

exists a transition firing sequence returning to the initial place

(‘IDLE’). Therefore, the converted model for each operation

group is strongly connected. �
Since a Petri net model for an operation group is a finite

state machine and starts with a single token in the initial

state (‘IDLE’), only one place can hold a token at a time

in the group. In addition, each operation group satisfies the

following behavioral properties.

Proposition 4.2: Each group is live, safe, and reversible if

the resource allocation control behaves correctly as follows:

• Do not attempt the execution of an on-going operation.

• Do not allow the preemption of a resource (A resource

in use remains in use.).

• Avoid part flow deadlocks in sequences of operations.

Proof: Suppose the resource allocation control behaves as

mentioned. The safeness of each group of operation blocks

is guaranteed by the first two behaviors and Proposition 4.1.

Any operation in the sequence can start eventually since the

resource allocation control doesn’t cause any part flow dead-

lock in sequences of operations. Once an operation starts, this

operation is exclusively controlled by operation blocks in the

operation control. By assumptions 1 and 2, all the events

in an operation block are asynchronously triggered, and

no safety interlock conditions cause unnecessary blocking

situations. From these two assumptions and proposition 4.1,

all transitions can be eventually fired, therefore each group is

live. By proposition 4.1, the liveness property is equivalent

to the reversibility property [8]. �
Based on these two propositions, the following theorem

can be derived for the control behaviors of the FMC

Fig. 4. The Reconfigurable Factory Testbed at the University of Michigan
includes two flexible manufacturing cells and a conveyor for inter-cell
material handling [7].

controller.

Theorem 4.3: The flexible manufacturing cell (FMC)

controller is live, safe, and reversible if and only if the

resource allocation control behaves as in Proposition 4.2.

Proof: (only if) Suppose the flexible manufacturing cell

controller is live, safe, and reversible. It is clear that any

violation of the behaviors in Proposition 4.2 leads to the

contradiction of this supposition. (if) Each group of operation

blocks is live, safe, and reversible by Proposition 4.2. Since

each group is safe, the FMC controller is safe. In auto mode,

interactions with other groups can occur only through the

resource allocation control. While an operation in a group

is being performed in auto mode, this group is independent

of others until the operation is finished. In manual mode,

the operation block may interact with other groups only

through safety interlock conditions. By assumption 2, there is

no blocking situation caused by safety interlock conditions.

Therefore, the FMC controller is live. Also, there’s at least

one transition firing sequence by which each group can return

to its initial place (‘IDLE’) because each group is reversible

and live. Therefore, the FMC controller is safe, live, and

reversible. �
V. CASE STUDY

To validate the proposed control design method, a flexible

manufacturing cell controller was developed for one of cells

in the reconfigurable manufacturing test-bed in the University

of Michigan, see Figure 4. Each cell is comprised of two 3-

axis CNC horizontal milling machines and a 6-axis robot

with a gripper. The cell has a PC-based Siemens PLC and

is networked over Profibus. The cell controller not only

communicates with an in-house system level controller to

exchange events and part information, but also communicates

with a Web HMI over OPC standard. Since the automatic

program generation software has not been fully developed

yet, some control design steps were manually taken.

In an example production scenario, two part flow paths

were specified to produce two different part groups: one

part flow path was BentryOM
1 Bexit, and the other was
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BentryOM
2 Bexit. Two part scrap operations were specified

by OH
5 and OH

6 to remove damaged parts from the machines

to a trash can. Both CNC machines (M1 and M2) could

perform both operations OM
1 and OM

2 .

The resource allocation control was somewhat trivial in

this case because neither the production scenario nor the

cell were complex. A newly arrived part was rejected when

both machines were out of service or when the robot was

out of service. If a part arrived at the entry buffer while

both machines were working, this newly arrived part was

also rejected because there was no location holding the part

temporarily. When both CNC machines were idle, the least-

recently-used machine was chosen.

Three operation groups were created for the two CNC
machines and the robot. The group of operation blocks for

the robot is shown in Fig. 5. This robot could perform six

different operations: two loading operations (OH
1 , OH

3 ), two

unloading operations (OH
2 , OH

4 ), and two part scrapping

operations (OH
5 , OH

6 ). For each operation, a refined operation

block was developed and used. In addition, two communica-

tion operations (OC
1 and OC

3 ) were inserted after loading or

unloading operations by following the interactions explained

in Section IV-A.

IDLE

STATE 1ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

STATE 1 ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

STATE 1ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

STATE 1 ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

STATE 1ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

STATE 1 ERROR

STATE 2

STATE 3

C1ERROR C3 ERRORC1ERROR C
3

ERROR

Loading operation to M
1

Loading operation to M
2

Unloading operation to M
1

Unloading operation to M
2

Error recovery operation for M
2

Error recovery operation to M
1

Fig. 5. The robot (H1) operation group. This robot can perform six
different operations for loading, unloading, and error recovery. The com-
munication operation OC

1 immediately follows a loading operation (OH
1

or OH
3 ), and the communication operation OC

3 immediately follows an

unloading operation (OH
2 or OH

4 ). Two part scrapping operations (OH
5 and

OH
6 ) removed damaged parts from the CNC machines to a trash can.

The operation groups for two CNC machine resources

were similarly made. Each operation group consists of two

process (machining) operation blocks (OM
1 and OM

2 ), with

a communication block (OC
2 ) after each process operation

block.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of this paper was to propose a new

modular control design method for a flexible manufacturing

cell, and to guarantee the correctness of the control under

some assumptions. In this new design method, modular op-

eration blocks integrated with error handling were developed.

We proved that the resulting FMC controller is live, safe,

and reversible if and only if the resource allocation control

does not have part flow deadlocks, repeated execution of

on-going operations, or preemption. The proposed design

method was applied to develop the FMC controller of a

test cell.

As our future work, we will extend this design method

to cover more complex resource allocation control and to

include the integrated HMI control and RFID for part

tracking. In addition, we will develop a design and verifi-

cation method for the safety interlock conditions. Finally,

we will propose an automated error recovery framework

interacting with human operators.
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